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4L Trophy 2017: AUSY sponsors 5 teams

From February 16-26, 2017, the 4L Trophy will celebrate its 20th edition. Thousands of youth have
thrown themselves into the adventure and have traveled thousands of kilometers to join each other
in Morocco in order to help children in need.
Last year, AUSY sponsored teams from engineering schools all over France. The Group is renewing its
support once more, which has been increasingly enthusiastic for the last 5 years. This year, there are
5 teams which will wear AUSY’s colours. They were selected based on their motivation, their project,
their investment in communication and their engineering education.
The Group thanks all students who responded to its call for applications, which took place from
September 12 to October 13, 2016. Nearly 60 applications were received.
The Five Teams Sponsored by AUSY for the 4L Trophy 2017
ENIT: Marine and Marguerite- La A4’L au sommet des dunes- One student is originally from Royan,
the other is from Narbonne, and they are both students in their fourth year at ENI in Tarbes. These
friends decided to embark on a project together: the 4L Trophy adventure.
ESSTIN: Alexandre and Alex- Alex’s Trophy- Both students at ESSTIN in Nancy, they share a passion:
sports. As a result, the search for excellence and thrills pushed them to sign up for the 4L Trophy 2017:
“Thanks to you, we are really looking forward to getting to the Moroccan desert quickly and making
our dreams come true.”
Seatech: Rémi and Léa- 4L’Mix- Students at Seatech in Toulon, these two adventurers have become
friends. Rémi, a fan of extreme sports, mechanics, and travel, finds his participation in the 4L Trophy
adventure to be natural considering his interests. Léa, curious, hands-on, and passionate about
traveling, sees the trophy more as a challenge. Thanks to these complementary qualities and their
partnership with Sandie Clair, a professional cyclist, they have given themselves the best possible odds.
EPF: Auriane and Mathilde- Les Déjantées- These friends are students together in their third year at
EPF in Sceaux. Their shared traits, which will give them strength for the 4L Trophy, include a taste for
adventure and passions for mechanics and challenges.
ESTACA and EPF- Oscar and Luc- 4ELANCEE- Oscar is a student in his second year at ESTACA in SaintQuentin-en-Yvelines. Specialising in automobile engineering, he is passionate about mechanics. It is

his main motivation for participating in the challenge. Meanwhile, Luc is a student at EPF in Sceaux.
What pushed him to set up this project with his friend was the desire to discover new countries and
new cultures.
Follow their adventures on the Facebook group!
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About the AUSY Group
AUSY is an international Consulting and Engineering firm in Advanced Technologies with a business model based
on innovation and complementary services between its 2 core activities: Information Systems and complex
Industrial Systems. In 2015, AUSY reached a turnover of €394.3million and had employed more than 4,500
personnel at over fifty locations in Europe, the United States and Asia.
AUSY is a key partner for large-scale project steering and a primary support for large international companies.
The Group offers a comprehensive service package which combines consultancy and expertise, from the
production of applications and systems up to the outsourcing of activity on-and off-site.
Nominated for the ʻPrix de lʼAudace Créatriceʼ for the last two years, AUSY brings support to many innovative or
humanitarian projects. AUSY operates in various activity sectors:

-

Health

-

Telecommunications and media

-

Aerospace

-

Space industry

-

Transportation

-

Energy

-

Defence

-

Banking, insurance, finance

-

Governmental and European institutions

For further information: www.ausy.com

